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Abstract 
Das, S.K., J. Ghosh and N. Deo, Stirling networks: a versatile combinatorial 
sor systems, Discrete Applied Mathematics 37/38 ( 199;) 119-146. 
topology for multiproces- 
We derive a family of labeled, undirected graphs from the Stirling table of the first kind and investigate 
properties of these graphs as a basis for multiprocessor interconnection etworks. The diameter of a 
Stirling network with n nodes is [log, (n+ 1~1 -I, the average distance is less than 10/3, and the number 
of links is O(n’ s9 ). Stirling networks can be inductively specified with incrementability of one, and 
adjacencies can be determined solely by the node addresses. Many standard networks including full- 
ringed binary trees, tree machines, meshes and half mesh of trees are shown to be embedded in these 
combinatorial networks. 
Properties of Stirling networks are analyzed and related to the underlying mathematical structure. 
We present a routing scheme that is deadlock free, avoids congestions, and can be executed on the fly 
by bit manipulation of node labels. A methodology for modular construction of these networks yields 
estimates for the VLSI area required for their layout. Fault-tolerance properties are analyzed, a vulner- 
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ability of 1 is proved, and fault-handling abilities in presence of faulty nodes or links are demonstrated. 
We also show how several classes of parallel algorithms can be efficiently implemented using these 
networks. 
1. Introduction 
Wi::t rapid advancements in VLSI circuit technology and parallel processing, 
varrZus networks have been proposed for interconnecting a large number of 
computing elements. Direct-interconnect networks are often modeled as undirected 
graphs, where vertices represent processor-memory nodes and edges represent full- 
duplex communication links between pairs of nodes. Therefore, it is important to 
study graph-theoretic properties of interconnection etwork topologies [7]. A tree 
uses the minimum number of links required for a connected graph, but has 
unacceptably poor communication properties. On the other hand, the complete 
graph is prohibitively expensive since the number of links grows as O(n’) for an n- 
node network. Between these two extremes, different families of graphs have been 
proposed as static interconnection etworks including leaf-ringed, half- and full- 
ringed binary trees [25,35], hypertrees [31], X-trees [25], wheel-augmented binary 
trees [ 151, binary hypercubes [4], cube-connected cycles [47], generalized hyperctibes 
[LO], pyramids [53], de Bruijn and Kautz graphs [9,50], Moore graphs [7], fault- 
tolerant graphs [46], group graphs [2] and hypernets [36]. 
Some of the desirable properties of interconnection etworks are high fault 
tolerance, small diameter, small degree, high connectivity, simple routing 
algorithms, a high degree of symmetry, efficient layout, and provision for 
input/output (I/O) [53]. The network should also be able to grow in small 
increments. These properties are related to performance parameters, such as 
communication delays, reliability, bisection bandwidth and throughput, or design 
considerations, such as modular expandability, cost, regularity, and I/O port 
connections. General surveys of interconnection etworks can be found in [28,56]. 
Design considerations for multicomputer networks are given in [48,54], while [8,30] 
concentrate on the reliability and fault-tolerant properties of these systems. None 
of the proposed networks is optimal for all metrics. This is because many of the 
Prop ‘es make contradictory demands, and hence a compromise is necessary. 
Therefore, researchers still continue to search for better interconnection etworks, 
and develop new metrics for their evaluation [43,5 I]. 
Recently, several families of graphs have been defined and studied by us and 
others from a combinatorial point of view 1391, including Pascal graplrs [24], 
Rencontres graphs ]18], and Stirling graphs [ 171. A unified characterization of these 
graphs is given in [16]. In this paper, we investigate properties of a family of 
interconnection etworks based on Stirling graphs and assess their suitability for 
implementing multicomputer systems. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: We introduce Stirling networks and 
examine their basic properties in Section 2. Subsequently, in Section 3, we identify 
several known interconnection topologies as subgraphs of Stirling graphs. For ex- 
ample, a linear array and a ring network of n nodes are embedded in a Stirling graph 
SG(n) of order n for all n 2 3. A complete binary tree of n nodes is present in X(n). 
Also, leaf-, half-, and full-ringed binary trees of n nodes, a wheel-augmented binary 
tree of n nodes, and a tree machine of 3(n/4)-2 nodes are subgraphs of SG(n), 
where n =2”-’ for integer kz3. Section 4 presents a distributed routing algorithm, 
and investigates the reliability and fault tolerance of Stirling networks. Section 5 ad- 
dresses the issue of laying out X(n) on a plane, as this is central to a VLSI/WLSI 
implementation. Finally, we show how a wide class of algorithms can be efficiently 
implemented using Stirling networks. 
For standard graph-theoretic terminology, readers may refer to [23,33]. All 
logarithms in this paper are to the base 2, so that log II stands for log2 n. By [il 
(alternately, LiJ), we denote the least (alternately, greatest) integer greater (alter- 
nately, less) than or equal to i. Some other symbols and notations used in this paper 
are given below: 
o BR(n): the binary representation of integer n, 
l BRA(n): the kth least significant bit of BR(n), starting from 0, 
l Ck: number of links between ode sets (o,,...,~~~} and {u~~+,,...,u~~.I), 
l B(k): average distance between nodes of SG(2” - l), 
l D(k): total distance among all node pairs in SG(2” - l), 
l dist(i,j): number of links traversed from node i to j using the routing 
algorithm, 
l distk: max{dist(i, j) 1 i, jl2”- l}, 
l dm(SG(n)): diameter of SG(n), 
l fdm(SG(n)): fault diameter of SGf@, 
. EcoPYiJ: H&+2”, vj+2 h) 1 j + 25 i+ 2” 5 n> (see equation (4)), 
l e(n): number of edges in SG(n), 
o leaf graph LG(k): the subgraph of SG(n), n~2~, induced by nodes ~2” 1+ 1, -*a 9 
4” , 
l kth leaf set LS(k): the set of nodes (02~ I+ I, . . . , ~2” ), 
l Lk: number of lihks a;mong nodes ft+i + t, . . . 9 ~2” .I>, 
l ONE[BR(n)]: the number of ones in the binary representation of n, 
* *P(i): a set of binar ; trees associated with node i, 
a Si: a seqtlence of I nodes given by equation (5), 
l SG(n): Stirling network of order n, 
l vi -+ v~: node vi is adjacent to Vj, 
l vi c-) vj: node vi is not adjacent o Vi.3 
2. Properties of Stirling networks 
The Stirling number of the first kind, st,,,k is the number of those permutations 
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of n distinct elements that consist of exactly k cycles. The following properties of 
Stirling numbers are well known [32,41,45,49]. For nz 1, 
st ?I. I1 =I, 
st ,,,J=(n-I)!, 
n 
st Il. ?I - 1 = 0 2 ’ 
st,l,~=st,l_l,k_I +(n-l)st,,_r,k, for 1 s?sn. (1) 
Let ST(n) be the Stirling table of order n in which the ith row consists of all 
Stirling numbers Sti,j, for 1 zsjsirn. ST@) is shown in Table 1. An n x n sym- 
metric binary matrix is called a Stirling matrix SM(n) of order n if its principal 
diagonal entries are all 0 and its lower triangle (and therefore the upper also) consists 
of Stirling table ST(n - 1) modulo 2. 
Table I. Stirling table of order 8, ST(S) 
I1 k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 
2 1 1 
3 2 3 1 
4 6 11 6 1 
5 24 50 35 10 I 
6 120 274 225 85 15 1 
7 720 1764 1624 735 175 21 1 
8 5040 13068 13132 6769 1960 322 28 I 
Let smi,, denote the element in the ith row and the jth column of SM(n). Then 
sm,j= sti_ r,j (mod 2) = st;_z,j- 1 + (i-2) Sti-2.j (mod 2) 
=SIlli_l,j_1 + (i - 2) sm; _ 1.j (mod 2) 
c 
smi- l,j- 1, if i is even, = 
Smi-,,j-rOsm;-~,j, if i is odd, 
where @ is addition module 2. 
An undirected, simple (without parallel edges and self loops) graph that has 
SM(n) as its adjacency matrix is called the Stirling graph SG(n), of order n. We 
number the nodes in the same order as the rows of SM(n). Figure 1 depicts Stirling 
graphs X(l) through K(8). 
A Stirling network with n processors can be associated with SG(n). The vertices 
of the graph correspond to the processor-memory nodes and hence will be simply 
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Fig. 1. Stirling networks X(1) to SG(8). 
referred to as nodes. The edges of the graph correspond to communication links be- 
tween nodes. Note that by definition, SG(n) is a subgraph of SG(n + I). Hence 
Stirling networks can be incrementally constructed. Each new node entails the addi- 
tion of some links, but none of the pre-existing links are disturbed. Table 2 com- 
pares salient features of these graphs with other direct-interconnect topologies. 
For interconnection etworks, it is advantageous todetermine adjacency between 
two nodes directly from the node addresses. This can lead to self-routing schemes 
that obviate the need for maintaining routing tables at each node. We first show the 
existence of a binary tree embedded in a Stirling network. Then we develop an ad- 
jacency criteria for Stirling networks. The notation Vi* Vj (alternately, Vi ,+ VJ will 
be used to mean that “node vi is (alternately. is not) adjacent o Vj”. 
Lemma 2.1. X(n) is connected and contains a linear array network 
L2, l =*9 n- 1,n], for nr2. 
Proof. By definition of Stirling matrices, for ir 1, 
smi+I,,-sti,i(mod2)= 1. 
Thus Vi + Vi+ 1 in X(n), where 14ln- 1, and hence the proof. El 
A constructive proof for the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle in SG(n), n >2, is 
given in [17]. 
A binary tree with exactly 2” ‘- 1 (for k>O) nodes, k levels and height k - 1 is 
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Table 2. Characteristics of various interconnection topologies 
Network Number of Degree of 
vertices vertices 
Diameter Fault 
tolerance 
Incrementability 
leaf-ringed 
binary tree 
full-ringed 
binary tree 
binary cube 
cube-connected 
cycles 
generalized 
hypercube 
de Bru’jn graphs 
(directed) 
fault-tolerant 
graphs 
group graphs 
(adjacent swaps) 
group graphs 
(swap and r-cycle) 
Pascal graphs 
Rencontres graphs 
Stirling graphs 
2”-1 3 2k-2 2 powers of 2 
2k-I &3,4 or 5 
2” k 
2k-4 2 
k k 
powers of 2 
powers of 2 
k*2” 7 2k + L&21 - 1 2 3 - (power? of 2) 
Et_, (4-l) k multiples of xi 
2r k 2r-3 powers of r 
ror r+l 2k-1 r-l err powers of r 
f! r-1 (;I r-2 multiple of r+ 1 
c:> 
2 
3 
[log@ f 1)1- 1 
2 
22 
r2 
22 
multiple of f + 1 
1 
1 
1 
called full if all leaves appear on the kth level; where the root node is at level 1 and 
height 0. An elegant array representation of a full binary tree results from sequen- 
tially numbering the nodes, starting with nodes at level 1, then those at level 2, and 
so on. Nodes at any level are numbered from left to right. A binary tree with n nodes 
and height Llog nl is complete if and only if its nodes correspond to the ones which 
are numbered 1 through n in the full binary tree of height Llog nJ. 
Theorem 2.2. A complete binary tt-ee of n =2” - 1 nodes is a subgraph of the 
Stirling graph X(n). 
Proof. We prove the theorem by inductively showing the P’ollo*-:ing two claims: 
Claim 1. I)i - UJ in SG(n) for al/ i 11 and j > 2i + 1. 
Claim 2. Ui 3 ~2, and Ui * bzi + 1 for aN iz 1. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since Smj, I =Stj_,,l (mod2)=(j-2)! (mod 2)=0 for j>3, we 
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see that ol H II, for i> 3. Assume the claim to be true for i= kr 1. To prove is that 
sm,i,k + l = 0 for all j> 2(k + 1) + 1. The minimum value of such i is 2k + 4. Now, 
sm,kt 4,k+ I = sm?,. + 3,k + (2k + 2) srnZh +3,k + 1 (mod 2) = 0, by the induction 
hypothesis. Also, sm2k+5,k+I =sm~x;.;ak+(2k+3)smzk+4,A.+1 (mod2)=0+I x0 
(mod 2) = 0. Therefore, no matter whether i is even or odd, smj,k+ I =0 for all 
j>2k+3. Hence vi- Vj for all ir 1 and j>2i+ 1. 
Proof of Claim 2. Since smZ I = sm3, 1= 1, node vl is adjacent o v2 and u3. Assume 
the claim to be true for i=krl. Now, sm2k+zk+l=sm2~+l,k+(2k)sm2k+i,k+1 
(mod2)= 1, by the induction hypothesis. Also, sm2k+3,k+ I = sm2k+5k +
(2k + L)smzk + Zk + ; (mod 2) = 1. Thus, ok + 1 + u2k + 2 and ok + I --) v2,+  3 and therefore 
the claim is true for all in 1. q 
The underlying tree in every Stirling network is used to depict SG(n) (as in Fig. I), 
and motivates the following two definitions: The /euf graph, LG(k) is the subgraph 
of SG(n), 11125 induced by nodes b2h I+ I, . . . , s2~. The set { vp I t I¶ ‘m-9 v2~) is 
called LS(k), the kth leaf set. We have a particular interest in LG(k) and LS(k) 
because they have a richer interconnection structure than the nodes above them. For 
example, as detailed later, they can be used as processor-memory nodes while nodes 
VI ,**-, v2h I form fan-out trees specialized as an I/O subsystem for the 
multiprocessor. 
Let BR(n) be the binary representation of integer n, and BRk(n) the kth bit of 
BR(n), 0s ksq - 1, where q is the length of BR(n). Furthermore, let ONE[BR(n)J 
be the number of l’s in the binary representation of integer n. We state the following 
lemma without proof. 
Lemma 2.3. (‘,r) is odd iff ONE[BR(n)] = ONE[BR(k)] + ONE[BR(n -k)]. 
Theorem 2.4. III a Stirring network, node vi is adjacent to Vjy i> j> [Ci - IV21 iff 
ONE[BR(~(i-1)/2~)]=ONE[BR(i-j-l)]+ONE[BR(j-~(i-~)/21)]. 
Proof. It is known that Stirling number st,,,k is the coefficient of xk in the factorial 
polynomial f(x) =X(X + 1) l *. (X + n - I ). Since X(X+l)e*++n-l)(mod2)== 
xrqx+ 1p4 (mod 2), we obtain 
St,,,k (mod 2) = 
(mod 3, for nzkL: [n/21, 
(2) 
elsewhere. 
NOW vi+vj iff smi,j=l, or sti_r,j(mod2)=1, i.e., iff (I’!; I!‘;]) (mod 2) = 1 1 J . 
Using Lemma 2.3, we obtain the adjacency criterion to be 
ONE[ BR( ly])] 
=ONE[BR(i-j-l)]+ONE 
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The preceding theorem enables us to determine adjacency between two arbitrary 
nodes using O(log n) bit operations. In other words, Stirling networks are “succinct- 
ly represented” [39] and we do not need to store the adjacency matrices explicitly. 
An alternate and more convenient rule for determining adjacency can be obtained 
using a result originally due to Lucas [29,41], who showed that 
Consequently, (i) (mod 2) = 1 iff BR,(n)> BR,(@, 01 /sq - 1 a In our case, 
II = L(i - 1)/2J and k = i-j - 1. This iminediately ields* . 
Corollary 2.5. III a Stirling network, node ui is adjacent to node Oj iff there is no 
bit position I for which BR,( L(i - 1)/2j) = 0 and BR/(i -j - 1) = 1. 
Let d(u;) denote the degree of node Di in graph SG(i). 
Corollary 2.6. The degree of node t/,, in SG(n) is given by d(u,,) = 2°NE[BR(L(t’- ‘r’2J’1, 
iIZ2. 
Indeed, starting from the basis network SG(2), we can inductively generate 
Stirling networks of higher order. Let 2% n 5 2k+*, and let SG(2k) = (& Ek) be 
given. To generate SG(n) = ( Vn, E,), we define the edge set Eii as follows: For each 
(Di,Oj)EEk, 1 sj<iSzk, let 
Then, 
Ec0PYi.j = { (oi + ~“*Vj+_~h) i j+2Q+255n), 
E;,j=((Di9~lj)5(Ui+ p,t~+p I) 1 j+2’-‘,i+2%z) UECOpy,j. 
(4) 
This defines the total adjacency of nodes in the graph SG(n), n L 3. Note that a 
node is adjacent only to those which either belong to the same level or differ by ex- 
actly one level in the underlying complete binary tree. Moreover, the Ecopy edges 
imply that SG(2”-‘) is a subgraph of LS(k). Thus at each level, the entire tree 
structure above that level is copied. 
Since the cost of a communication etwork grows with the number of links in it, 
an estimation of the number of edges, e(n), is important. In the following we derive 
expressions for the number of edges in Stirling graphs and show that e(n) has an 
upper bound of O(&’ ). Thus, Stirling graphs have a density which lies almost in 
the middle of the spectrum ranging from very sparse graphs (poor reliability) to 
highly dense graphs (too costly). 
Lemma2.7. &1=2’+1+i,forkrl and lz~ir2’-‘, thend(v,,)=2d(ui+I), where 
d(rJ,,) is the degree of II,] in SG(n) and d(oi+l) is the degree of uj+l in SG(i+ 1). 
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Proof. Since n = 2” + 1 + i, ONE [BR( L( n - 1)/2J)J = ONE[BR( L(i- 1)/21)] + 1. 
Then, by applying Corollary 2.6, the lemma follows. U 
Lemma 2.8. 
e(2”) = 
3e(2’-‘)+2, for k> 1, 
1, for k= 1. 
Proof. When k = 1, the lemma is obviously true. Let n = 2”, k > 1. Then, 
e(2") = e(2” - ’ ) 
+ no. of edges added 
+ no. of edges added 
=e(2”-‘)+2+2e(2”-*), 
=3e(2”-‘)+2. q 
because of addition of node IJ~X I +, 
because of addition of u,,,~ + 2, u,,~ + 3, l -o 9 hI 
by Lemma 2.7 
Solving the preceding recurrence quation, we obtain e(2k) = 2 l 3” -r - 1. This im- 
mediately leads to the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.9. Let n =2”. Then e(n) =O(n’*59). 
Given arbitrary n, general expressions for e(n) in terms of the bit representation 
of n - 1 have been derived il [ 171. 
3. Embeddings of interconnection topologies in Stirling networks 
In the previous section, we have shown that a complete binary tree of n = 2” - 1 
nodes is a subgraph of X(n). We also observed that vi+ vi+ I, for 00. These 
results are extended to obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. A full-ringed (and hence a leaf-ringed) binary tfee with 2” - 1 nodes 
is a subgraph of SG(2” - 1) for k I 2. 
Proof. By definition, a full-ringed (or leaf-ringed) binary tree is a full binary tree 
in which all nodes at each level (or only at the leaf levei) are connected as a cycle 
[25,35]. From Lemma 2.1, Vi --) Vi+! fn SG(n). That is, all nodes vj at level 1 in the 
underlying binary tree, where 2’-’ 5 jr 2’ - 1, form a path. To complete the proof, 
we need to show that V?I I + v2/_, in the Stirling graph SG(n) for 3dk k. In the 
following we prove a stronger esult of which our requirement is just a special case. 
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Our claim is Ui -+ 112i _ I for all even i. 
u3 -+ o3 forms the basis for induction. Assume the claim to be true for even 
i=k>2, i.e., smzk_, k=l. Then, . 
S%k+3.k+1 =smzk+rk+1+(2k+l)sm~x-.rk+-)(mod2) 
=l+sm%+l.k+t (mod 2), by Theorem 2.2(b) 
= 1 + smzk, k+ smzk, d+ I (mod 2) 
=sm,,_,Jmod2)= 1, by the induction hypothesis. 
Therefore, Ui ---) u2i _ I for even i. Now, choosing i = 2’ ‘, the theorem 
follows. 3 
Figure 2 shows the k levels in a full-ringed binary tree embedded in X(2” - 1). 
The end-around connections also exist at each level but have been omitted in the 
figure for clarity. 
level 
1 
2 
0 
l 
l 
k-l 
k 
SG(2”‘-1) 
SG(2k-1, 
2k-1 leaf-vertices 
Fig. 2. A full-ringed binary tree. 
Theorem 3.2. Stirling graph SG(n) contains a fir&ringed tree machine of 3(n/4) - 2 
nodes when n = 2’ - I, for integer k 2 3. 
Proof. The proof goes by induction. Graphs SG(7) and SG(15) contain tree 
machines, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Assume the existence of a tree machine in 
SG(2h -’ - I), which has a full binary tree consisting of nodes { Ui 1 15 ir2” -’ - I>. 
Due to the recursive nature of total adjacencies, it can be easily verified that 
v ,+‘I I-u >A ! in graph SG(2’- 1) as long as Oi+ Uj in SG(2/‘- ’ - 1). In other 
words, thesubset of nodes { ulr I +, 1 1 i is2’i - ’ - 1) form a full binary tree in 
SG(2”- 1). Th’ t t 1s s rut ure constitutes the upper binary tree in the tree machine. The 
lower inverted tree is guaranteed by the adjacency Vi --) ~1; ‘J for ir 2, according to 
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6 
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13 11 8 
12 D 13 14 IS 
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3 
Fig. 3. (a) Embedding of a tr(e machine in SG(7). (b) Embedding of a tree machine in SG(15). 
Theorem 2.2(b). Note thar. in graph X(2’ - 1), node 03 is always the root of the 
lower tree while u2h I + I is that of the upper tree. Also, nodes I+ for 2 I ic k - 1, 
do not appear in the tree machine; the adjacency ui -* o?, implies that there is a path 
along these nodes, starting at uq and ending at 02~ I. Now TV, + II,, , implies that 
node u3 is connected to 0~1 I + , through nodes 02’ for 2 5 is k - 1. In fact, applying 
the result of Theorem 3.1 we obtain a full-ringed tree machine in SG(2’ 1). r I 
Theorem 3.3. A wheel-augmented binary tree is a subgraph of X(2/’ - 1) for k L 3. 
Proof. According to [HI, a wheel-augmented binary tree is a full binary tree of 
2k - 1, k~ 3, nodes with the following augmentation: Nodes of the form uzl, 
25 irk - 1, are the centers of spoked wheels W 2l l + I (called even wheels) and are 
adjacent o the nodes Uj, 2’-‘Ql2’- 1, which form the rim of the wheel. Similar- 
ly, nodes of the form v2’_ I, 3 ril k, are the centers of spoked wheels W21 I + I 
(called odd wheels) and are adjacent o the nodes Vi, 2’-’ - 15 jl2’- 2. 
Now, let us prove the adjacencies for wheels in Stirling graphs at each level of 
the underlying binary tree. Let h = 2’ or 2’ - 1, for ir 3. By Theorem 2.2(a), node 
oh is not adjacent to any vj where j< Lh/2J. From Corollary 2.6, d(vh) =2i-1 in 
graph SG(h). Since (h - 1) - Lh/2] + I= 2i-1, node oh must be adjacent o all nodes 
Uj in SG(h) such that LW2J 5 jc h - 1. This result combined with Theorem 3.1 
yields the required whee!s. Cl 
Lemma 3 4 For 2”<is2”+’ . . , vi-buj if j=i-2”-‘-1. 
Proof. Since 2” - ’ ~L(i-l)/2J~2L-l, BR,_,(L(i-1)/2J)=l. Also, i-j-l = 
Zk - *. So the condition imposed by Corollary 2.5 is satisfied, and the desired ad- 
jacency follows. 3 
We shall now present some of the results that enable us to show the existence of 
2-dimensional meshes of :various izes at each level of a Stirling network. Let Q: be 
the / bit vectors obtained by reversing the bits in BR(j), Ocj<2’. Consider the se- 
quence Sl of 2’ nodes, nr,, nl, . . . , n2/_ , in SG(n), n 22” ’ ’ - 1, defined by: 
BR,+l(ni)= 1, 
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C e:O...OO, for i even, BR,-2....,o(ni)= Q!O I . . . 01, for i odd . (5) 
Lemma 3.5. SL forms an embedded chain in SG(n). 
Proof. If i is even, BRk_2(ni)=O=BRk_z(ni+z) while BRk_2(ni+r)=l. Thus 
ni+r>ni and ni+r>ni+z. So we need to show 
(i) u,,+,+o,,, for i=O,2 ,..., 2’-2, 
(ii) v,,+, + II*,+*, for i=O,2, . . . . 2’-2, and 
(iii) v,,,_, + v,,. 
(i) Since Ili+r -ni=2k-r +l, Vni+, --) v,,~ is guaranteed by Lemma 3.4. 
(ii) Let BR(ni+r)=ll... lb,O...Ol where b,=O for somer. Then BR(ni+z)=lO... 
Ob,O . . . 00 where b, = 1 for some r. Therefore BR( L(ni+ 1 - 1)/2J) = 11. ..1 b,O . . . 0 
where b,=l for some r, and BR(ni+r-ni+,-1)=11...06,0...0 where b,=l for 
some r. So, from Corollary 2.5, u,, +, + v,,+, . 
Similarly (iii) can be proved by considering the bit representations of the two 
nodes. III 
Corollary 3.6. For 0<ds2k-1, (i) vn,+,+d+ v,,+d and (ii) vn,+,+d+vn,+2+d- 
Corollary 3.7. Let the 2k nodes, v2k, v2k + 1, . . . , v2k + I- l, of SG(n) be partitioned into 
2’ equal sized sets, (v2k, v2k + 1 ,..., tl2”+2k-‘_1) ,..., (vZk+Qk- ,..., v2k+‘_& Then 
there exists a chain of 2’ nodes such that exactly one node from each set belongs 
to that chain. 
Proof. The sequence $ has exactly one member from each set, and forms an 
embedded chain by Lemma 3.5. Indeed, for even-numbered sets, this node is the 
first element of the set, while for odd-numbered sets, this node is the second element 
of the set. q 
Theorem 3.8. For any 15 k, a rectangular mesh of size 2’ x 2k-i is embedded in the 
subnetwork induced by the nodes 2k through 2k+’ of X(n). 
Proof. Consider the 2’ x 2k-’ mesh where mesh-node(p, q) = v,~+ 4. The first col- 
umn of this mesh is nothing but $. The vertical adjacencies of the mesh are 
guaranteed by Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6, while the horizontal adjacencies are 
known from Lemma 2.1. Cl 
Figure 4 shows a 2 x 8 and a 4 x 4 mesh on nodes 16 through 32 in X(32). Note 
that node 24 is not in any of the meshes. In general, it can be shown that all nodes 
at the kth level are used except for node 3 l 2”-‘. However, node 3 - 2”-’ can 
always replace node 2k+’ while preserving the mesh adjacencies. 
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25 .,26 ..27 ,,28 
,,20 ..21 .,22 23 
9 -30 ..32 
T -- ‘f 
32 
Fig. 4. Meshes as subgraphs of the leaf graph of SG(32). (a) A 2 x 8 mesh. (b) A 4 x 4 mesh. 
Also, the “end-around connections” exist between the first and last nodes in a 
column, while the horizontal rows have twisted end-around connections that follow 
the bit-reverse permutation. Moreover, since meshes exist at each level of the 
underlying binary tree in SG(n), skewedpyramids are also obtained as subnetworks. 
Circulant graphs [l I] also exist in each leaf set LS(k). Another useful structure is 
the half mesh of trees [5] (see Fig. 5) in which the row trees are present but the col- 
umn trees cannot be guaranteed. The trees connecting consecutive levels can be con- 
veniently used as fan-out trees for I/O purposes, as detailed later. 
20 23 
28 31 
Fig. 5. A half mesh of trees in SG(32). 
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The sequence Sl can also be used to show the existence of several types of 
multiloops as subgraphs of Stirling networks. For example, Fig. 6 shows a two-&4 
multiloop with four nodes in the OL;‘CI- loop and six nodes in each inner loop. This 
is an example of the following result that can be shown by considering nodes in two 
adjacent levels of the underlying binary tree, and then taking advantage of the ring 
connections at each level. 
Fig.6. A two-level multiloop in SGf32). 
Theorem 3.9. For any k and 1, 15 I< 2”- ‘, a two-level multiloop with 2’ nodes in 
the outer loop and 3 - 2’ -I- ’ nodes in each inner loop, is a subnetwork of W(n), 
nz2k+‘. 
Some of the important subgraphs of Stirling graphs are summarized in Fig. 7. 
STIRLING NETWORK 
One-Dimensiona! Tree-Related Others 
A c 
Linear Ring Complete Full-ringed 
Array binary tree binary tree 
Full-ringed Wheel-augmented Mesh Half mesh Two-level 
tree machine binary tree of-trees multiloop 
Fig. 7. Some :;ubgraphs of Stirling networks. 
Figure 8(a) shows two interesting cases of the 3-dimensional hypercube Q3 as a 
subgraph of SG(15). In fact, there exists QJ between every pair of adjacent levels 
of the underlying comp!ete binary tree of SG(n) for nr 15. Also, it is found that 
Q4 is a subgraph of SG(31), as shown in Fig. 8(b). We have yet to prove or 
disprove the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 3.10. The binary hypercube Q, is a homeomorphic subgraph of 
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25 20 32 19 
16 
Fig. 8. Embeddings of hypercubes in Stirling netwrks. (a) Qj as subgraphs of SG(15) and SG(16). 
(b) Q4 as a subgraph of SG(32). 
SG(2’+’ - 1) for lo 3. A stronger conjecture that Q! is a subgraph of LS(t+ 1) is 
also open. 
Similarly, we can show that X(2”) contains the shuffle-exchange graph SE(2”) 
for kr4, but a technique for identifying the embedded shuffle-exchange graph for 
larger networks is still undiscovered. 
4. Routing and fault tolerance 
In this section, we will discuss connectivity properties that are useful for designing 
fault-tolerant or reliable communication etworks [8]. The length of a path between 
two distinct nodes is the number of edges encountered in the path. The distance be- 
tween two nodes in SG(n) is the length of a shortest path between them. The 
diameter, dm(SG(n)), of the network is the maximum of distances among all node 
pairs. The diameter epresents the longest delay in message communication through 
the network. 
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Let us associate with each node I in SG(n), a set of binary trees Y(i) as follows: 
The [log@ + l)l-level binary tree given by Theorem 2.2 spans all nodes of SG(n) 
and is therefore a member of Y(i) for all i. if BRj(i) = 1, consider the node I such 
that BRA(I) = BRk(i), krj; and BRj_ t,..., &/)=O...Ol. Due to the Ecopy edges, we 
know that node i is in the SG(2j) embedded in nodes vI, . . . , vi+ 2I _ l. The cor- 
responding complete binary tree rooted at node v1 is also associated with node i, 
and is denoted as BTj(i). Let TS(i) = (j 1 BRj(i) = 1) be an ordered set, sorted in 
descending values of indices j. We use pred(k) to denote the predecessor of index 
k in this set, with the predecessor f the first element defined as [log@ + I)]. Then, 
Figure 9 shows the parent and children of node 10 in the three trees associated 
with it (n>20). It can be shown that the trees in Y(i) are edge disjoint for any i. 
We now present a distributed routing scheme for communicating between any two 
nodes in SG(n) using the tree sets Y(i). The application is recursive, and at each 
step only the source and destination address bits are required to determine the for- 
warding path. In the algorithm given below, an intermediate node d’ in the path be- 
tween current node s and destination ode d is used for clarity. Initially, d’= d. The 
label of d’ is later computed on the fly by the routing algorithm. 
Routing algorithm. /*To send a message from current node s to 
destination node d. */ 
route@, d ‘, d) 
while s#d do 
if s = d’ then route@, d, d); 
else begin 
j := max(i 1 BR#) # BRi(d)}; 
if BRJs) = 1 then traverse&s, parent,,,d(j,(.Q) and route@*, d’, d); 
else if parent predtjl(d’) = s then traverse& d’) and 
route@*, d, d); 
else route@, parent,,,&d’), d); 
endif 
cndif 
end 
endif 
enddo. 
Here, s* is the current node address after traversal of a link, and parentj(i) 
denotes the parent of node i in the tree BTj(i). Its address is obtained from that of 
i by shifting right the j least significant bits, and setting the (j+ 1)th bit to zero. 
The path traced out by the routing algorithm is depicted in Fig. 10. Figure IO(a) 
shows the case where BR;(s) = 1. A path is found to a node at the same level as d 
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B’WO) B’WO) BTW) 
Fig. 9. Neighbors of node IO in the three routing trees in Y( 10). 
in BTj(s), and the destination is reached using the smaller tree embedded in this 
level. Alternately, if d>s, then a node cl’ is found that is at the same level as s in 
BTj(d) and is an ancestor of d. This node is used as an intermediate routing ad- 
dress, as shown in Fig. IO(b). Also note that forjr 1, only links in the tree sets Y(i) 
are traversed. If j=O, then the link o I -+ ol_ I is used, where vi is the current root 
node. 
Fig. 10. Paths determined by the routing algorithm. (a) Path when s>d. (b) Path when d>s. 
The routing algorithm is based on moving up or down a tree in the set Y(i) that 
contains both s and d’. if the traversal is downwards, then the other child can be 
traversed in case the original link or destination ode has a fault. This does not incur 
a penalty in terms of additional number of hops. If the traversal is upwards, then 
an arbitrary node in the upper level is selected as the forwarding address in case of 
a single fault. Since the trees in Y(i) are embedded trees of smaller Stirling nets, 
the existence of at least two links between a node and another in the immediately 
upper level is guaranteed if the lower node is at level 2 or more. Thus, at most one 
extra hop penalty is incurred for a single fault. 
An alternative, and equally simple, fault-tolerant routing algorithm can be de- 
rived based on the observation that the trees traversed are fully ringed. This means 
that a single link or node fault can be avoided by one or two extra routing steps 
respectively, using the technique given in [46]. The only modification required in the 
routing algorithm in this case is that a message is handed over to the left or right 
sibling instead of the parent (or child) in case the parent (or child) is faulty. 
Let dist(i, j) be the number of link traversals undergone when the routing 
algorithm is used to go from node i to j, and dist, = max{dist(i, j) 1 i, jd - 1) = 
dm(SG(2” - 1)). 
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Theorem 4.1. dist(i,j& rlog(max(i,j) + 1)1- 1 Vi, jln. 
Proof. We prove the theorem for n = 2k - 1. The extension for general n is ob- 
vious. We need to show 
diSt,lk-- 1. 
The result is true for k = I. If i and j belong to the same level Is k of the tree 
BTA.(i), then dist (i, j) 5 dist,_ l . Otherwise, if they differ by h levels, then 
dist (i, j) 5 h + dist, _ h, since after h hops, the current source and destination will be 
in some common tree with at most k-h levels. Solving the recursion, we get 
dist,rk-f. !I1 
This theorem gives an upper bound on the diameter of Xi(n). This is also the 
lower bound since in a Stirling network, adjacencies exist only between odes in the 
same or adjacent levels of BT [lOp(,l + ,,l(n). The lower bound can also be derived 
from Theorem 2.2(a). Therefore we have: 
Corollary 4.2. Tile diameter of a Stirling network is given by 
dm(SG(n)) = [log@ + 1)1 - 1. 
it is interesting to see that the Stirling network recursively includes complete 
binary trees at each level of the spanning tree. The routing algorithm stated above 
is devoid of the notorious congestion at the root. This congestion is caused due to 
communication between odes in the left and right subtrees of the root. Note that 
if the two nodes are at the same lever of some tree, then they are at different levels 
of the embedded tree at this level. In our case, as soon as the message reaches the 
same level as the destination, it will traverse lateral inks and thus avoid routing via 
the root. Thus there is no congestion at node ol or at the root of any of the various 
subtrees used for message traversal. This observation can be validated by finding 
the forwarding index for each node [ 121. 
We can also show that the routing algorithm is deadlock free by inducing a 
topological ordering among the links used for routing. As mentioned earlier, the 
edges in Y(i) are disjoint for any i. Moreover, the index of the tree being used for 
the routing monotonically decreases as the message progresses towards its destina- 
tion. So we can enforce a precedence order that lets the message attempting to use 
a link belonging to the tree with the lowest index to be routed first. The resultant 
chanuel dependency graph [ 141 is acyclic. Therefore, by considering each link as two 
virtual channels, deadlock-free routing can be performed that can support fast pro- 
tocols such as wormhole routing and virtual cut through [13,40] using only two buf- 
fers per link. 
We now determine the average distance D(k) in a Stirling network SG(2k - 1). 
Let D(k) be the total distance among all node pairs in SG(2k - 1). The following 
recurrence quation expresses D(k) in terms of D(k - 1). 
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k-l 
D(k)5D(k-1)+ c 2i-‘[(k-i)P ‘+k2A’-i+2(2i ‘-k)2” ‘I. (6) 
i= I 
The index i gives the contribution of the path lengths between odes at level i and 
the leaf nodes. Each node at level i is an ancestor to 2”- i leaf nodes at a distance 
k - i. Furthermore, a node at level i is adjacent o at least i nodes in that level, and 
at a distance of 2 from the other nodes at the same level. Thus equation (6) reflects 
only i adjacencies per node at the same level and the tree connections to the leaf 
nodes, and is evidently a loose bound. 
Solving the recurrence (6), we get 
D(k) 5 4.2’” - (k - 1)2 - (lower order terms). 
so 
(7) 
I 2($ - 2’” -- (k - 1)2”) 
2’“.-3.2”+2 ’ 
which approaches 10/3 for large k. We 
between 2.5 and 3. 
believe that the actual average distance is 
Let the fault diameter, fdm,(SG(rr)), be defined as the worst-case diameter of 
SG(n) after removing a node from it. We claim: 
Theorem 4.3. The Stirling graph is at least biconnected. Moreover, fdm,(SG(n)) = 
[log@+ l)l, for nr3. 
Proof. For biconnectivity, it is enough to show that there exists at least two node- 
disjoint paths between any pair of nodes in SG(n), for n 13. In addition, the length 
of the shorter (alternately, longer) path between these two paths determines the 
diameter (alternately, fault diameter) of the graph. Let vi and uj be two nodes of 
SG(n), where i> j. Depending on the different values of i and j, the required paths 
are indicated in Fig. 11. The detailed derivation is given in [ 171. 0 
Since the fault diameter is very close to its diameter, the performance of network 
SG(n), in terms of communication delay, does not drastically worsen in the presence 
of a single fault. Furthermore, since the root is of degree two, biconnectivity is the 
best that can be achieved for SG(n). A recent paper has demonstrated the impor- 
tance of using a probabihstic measure for fault-tolerance and network resilience 
[44]. In the following paragraphs, we show that certain subnets of Stirling networks 
have strong fault-tolerance properties, and consequently, the average-case fault 
tolerance of Stirling networks is much better than the worse-case. 
The connectivity within the set LS(k) increases with k. Indeed, it can be shown 
that, for k > 3, any node except v2 6 in LS(k) is adjacent o at least two nodes in 
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__________ 
Left : Right 
Subtree I Subme 
Xisapathoflength5k-3 
Y isapathoflength5k-2 
ZisapathoflengthIk-2 
Left : Right 
Subtree I Subtree 
I 
x1 is a path of length I k - 3 
xzis a path of length I k - 3 
Fie. Il. Two disjoint paths of tolal length 2rlog(n+ I)1 - 1 in W(n). 
LS(k- 1). By induction, one can also show that the degree of node t+h 1 +I in 
SG(2’), k> 2, is 2k - 1. This gives an upper bound on the number of node-disjoint 
paths between any two nodes in N(k), 
The following theorem states that we can come to within one path of this bound. 
Theorem 4.4. For Stirling networks, there exist ut least 2k - 2 node-disjoint paths 
between any two nodes in LS(k), k> 1. Moreover-, each of these pnths is of length 
c/t most 2k - 2. 
Proof. By inspection, the theorem is true for LS(2) and LS(3). Assume that the 
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theorem is true for LS(k - 1). The Ecopy edges create a unique path between two 
nodes of LS(k) for every path between the corresponding nodes in X(2/’ I). In 
other words, there are 2k-4 node-disjoint paths within LG(k) between any two 
nodes of LS(k). If none of the nodes is up, then each of them is adjacent o two 
nodes in the layer above. In that case, by using the ring and tree connections, one 
can easily find two more node-disjoint paths that involve only nodes in SG(2”-‘) 
as internal nodes. If one node is v2”, then there is only one such additional path. 
However, since v2x is adjacent o all nodes in LS(k), one simply has to pick a node 
in this set that is not traversed by the paths determined by the Ecopy edges. A path 
in SG(2”-‘) from this node to the destination then serves as the second additional 
path. Thus, in either case, the number of node-disjoint paths is equal to 2k -4+ 2 
or 2k - 2. The result for the maximum path length can be proved likewise by induc- 
tion. q 
There are 2”-’ -t 2”-” nodes in LS(k) U LS(k - l), which includes 3(n/4) nodes 
for n = 2”. Now, excluding the node pairs (vi, vzi) and (vi, vZi+ t ), there exist at least 
2k-2 =2(10g n - 1) node-disjoint paths between every pair of these 3(n/4) -4 
nodes. That is, about 75% of the nodes in network SG(2’9 have fault tolerance 
2 log n - 2, although the overall fault tolerance is 2. 
A family of graphs G,, is said to be sfrongly resilient [42] if the fault diameter 
fdmJ(G,,) is at most dm(G,,)+ c, where c is a fixed constant independent of n. 
HereJis the fault tolerance of the associated routing algorithm, i.e., the router can 
always find a path between two nonfaulty nodes in the presence of at most f faults. 
Again, if we restrict ourselves to the node set LS(k), then the distance between any 
two nodes is at most 2 because ach node is adjacent to vln. Even on removing 
2k - 2 edges, this distance does not exceed 4. This can be proved by considering the 
two sets of neighboring nodes of the source and destination odes and showing that 
there is at least one node in each of the sets that remains adjacent o both the source 
(or destination) node and to v2k. 
The reliability of certain subgraphs of SG(n) can be shown through established 
results. For example, in Section 3, we have shown the existence of a double-loop 
graph comprising of all the nodes in two consecutive levels of SG(2”). Escudero et 
al. [26] have proved that in any double-loop network, there exists a shortest-path 
routing for which the associated surviving route network has diameter 2 in case of 
up to three failures. 
The concept of vulnerability has been recently proposed in [l] for characterizing 
the performance of various classes of interconnection etworks in the presence of 
increasing numbers of faults. Let F be the number of faulty nodes in a network of 
size N. Let U be the number of usable nodes, taken to be the size of the maximal 
fault-free connected component in the resultant network. Then, the number of 
isolated nodes, I, is given by I=N- F- U. The vulnerability of a network is the 
maximum of I/F taken over all possible sets of faulty nodes. Evidently, the lower 
the vulnerability index, the better the fault-tolerant capability is of a static topology. 
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Akers and Krishnamurthy [I] have shown that the fully connected network, the 
square crossbar, the binary n-cube and the toroidal grid have a vulnerability of 0, 
1, O(log N) and O(p) respectively. 
For SG(2”), it can be shown that the most effective choice for F is to eliminate 
nodes oZ/ I through uZ/ for some /. This isolates the vertices ul to 0~1 I from the 
usable nodes. Any other choice of F of the same size results in a smaller number 
of isolated nodes. Thus 
2/-l 
vulnerability(SG(2”)) = max(UF) = max - = 1 21-t -* 
5. VLSI layout considerations 
The generation of Stirling networks based on the recursively def:ned total ad- 
jacency of nodes suggests a building-block approach to the construction of SG(n). 
Let /I =2k+‘. Then SC;(n) can be obtained by augmenting an SG(n/2) network with 
extra links and then connecting it to another SG(:?/2) network in a manner dictated 
by equation (4). The nodes of the augmented SG(n/2) network now become nodes 
024 +I,“‘, _ IM. I of the composite network. This modular approach is particularly 
significant for implementing Stirling networks using the state-of-the-art 
VLSI/WLSl technology [36]. We determi LI + largest n for which SG(n) can be 
implemented on a single chip for a given _ W+ ‘ty of the nodes. Larger networks 
are then obtained by adding off-chip connc :t 0 -5. 
We now determine the number of links needed to augment SG(n/2) and to join 
the two subnetworks. This then leads to an upper bound for the VLSI area required 
for laying out SG(n) on a plane [52]. 
Let Ck be the number of links between ode sets ( ol, . . . , D,A } and { IJ~~ + I, . . . , D,A . I >, 
and Lk be the number of links among nodes ( t.hZr + r, . . . , u2r . I >. Then Ck is an upper 
bound for the bisectiorr width of the network [13]. It can be shown that any other 
bisection has the same order of links as Ck. 
Lemma 5.1. The bisection width of SG(n = 2”+‘) is dog 3/9 + log n = 0(ds9). 
Proof. From the total adjacency given by equation (4), and using Lemma 2.7, we 
get 
ck+&-4*3k-* .- 9 (8) 
and 
CA-2~3k-2+Ck_,+l .- . 
Solving for equation (8) we get 
ck-3k-t+k+l - . 
Substituting k+ 1 = log n, we get the bisection width of SG(n) as nlog 3/9 + log n. 
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Furthermore, the number of links required to augment SG(n/2) is Lk = 3k - k - 1. 
So the total number of edges needed to augment and join is also 0(n1*59). 0 
Since the cutset of size Ck separates SG(n) into two subgraphs with equal 
number of nodes, it is a strong separator [55]. Applying Theorem 3.5 of [55] im- 
mediately yields the following result: 
Theorem 5.2. A Stirling network with n = 2” nodes can be laid out in a square 
whose side is 0(n’*59). 
The properties of Stirling networks developed in the previous sections are sum- 
marized in Table 3 and compared with those of the binary hypercube. In the follow- 
ing section, we indicate how several algorithms can be efficiently implemented usi1.g 
a Stirling network. 
6. Mapping of algorithms onto Stirling networks 
We have seen that several popular static networks such as meshes, tree mxhines, 
broadcast nodes, and full-ringed trees are found as subnetworks at different levels 
of a Stirling network. Hence the large body of algorithms that have been mapped 
on these structures [3,20,21,53] can also bc implemented on SG(n) in a straightfor- 
Table 3. Topological parameters of SG(n = 2’) and its comparison with Qk (hppercube) 
Parameters Stirling network Hypercube 
# of edges 
diameter 
f.3Ll+pg3-1 
k = rlog(n + 1)1- 1 [50% nodes are 
at a distance of 2 while 75% 
are at a distance of 31 
k/2. 2k=n/2. logn 
k=logn 
average distance 
degree 
z IO/3 
min degree = 2 
max degree = n/2 
average degree = O(FZ’*‘~) 
z(log n)/2 
log n (regular) 
single fault diameter 
vulnerability 
fault tolerance 
(vertex connectivity) 
rlog(n + 1 )I 
1 
2 (worst case) 
2 log n - 2 (for about 
75% of nodes) 
logn 
O(log n) 
log n 
strongly resilient 
bisection width 
yes, for 75% of nodes 
&niog3+logn 
yes 
n/2 
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ward way. More interesting are algorithms that can effectively utilize a combination 
of the embedded topologies. For instance, the NON-VON machine proposed at 
Columbia University envisaged a tree-structured machine with the leaf nodes con- 
nected as a mesh. This combined topology made it suitable for manv database 
operations [34] and low-level vision problems [37,38] Once the Stirling network 
contains complete binary trees on top of a mesh at several levels, it can also be used 
for these fine-grain operations. 
The mapping of -: I -aiiei minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm on Stirling 
networks is giveu ‘R:’ .w as a case study. The problem is to find a spanning tree with 
minimum sum of e&g: weights in a connected, undirected, weighted graph G with 
N vertices [5,21]. The sequential Prim-Dijkstra algorithm for MST forms a partial 
tree T which is expanded by recruiting the closest vertex u currently not included 
in T at each step until all h' vertices are included. A (sequential) time complexity 
oF O(IV2) is obtained using a weight matrix data structure. 
There exist several parallel algorithms which implement the Prim-Dijkstra 
algorithm on various machine models - both shared memory and distributed 
memory [5,19,21,58]. We outline the basic steps of the algorithm and see how it can 
be efficiently implemented using the underlying tree and other connections in 
Stirling networks. 
Step 1: Partition the rows of the weight matrix equally among the p processors, 
so that each processor is in charge of about r~/pl vertices. 
Step 2: The tree T initially consists of one (arbitrarily chosen) vertex. 
Srep 3: Each processor examines its subset of vertices not in T and selects the 
closest neighbor to T. 
Sfep 4: The processors find the globally closest neighbor, say u, which is to be 
included in T. 
Step 5: u is broadcast o all processors, and each processor uses this infozmation 
to update its closest neighbor information. 
Step 6: Steps 3-5 are repeated until T has ail N vertices. 
We can use the p = 2’-’ processors at any level I of a Stirling network to impie- 
ment the parallel version of the MST algorithm outlined above. Steps 1 and 2 
are one-time operations and require O(rN/pl) time units. Step 3 requires 
O(rN/pl - 1). Using the binary tree spanning the selected level I of SG(n), the 
global minimum can be extracted from the p local minima in O(iogp) time, and the 
answer is obtained at the “root” node 02/ I +I at that level. The answer is con- 
veyed to node 02/_ I via u2/ 1, and broadcast o all the processors at level /. Thus a 
2-step broadcasting is possible. 
If p=N/log N, and each of these processors has log N storage, then an 
O(Nlog N) algorithm is obtained. Thus the processor-time product is O(lv2), the 
same as that for the sequential case. The asymptotic time complexity is no better 
than that reported in [5] for tree-structured machines. However, the presence of a 
lateral binary tree with a broadcasting node enables us to broadcast he result in two 
(instead of O(log p)) time steps after each iteration. Moreover, we can simuhaneous- 
ly compute the MST of different graphs by processors at different levels of SG(n), 
and with different granularity. 
Some other examples of graph algorithms that can be solved using a similar ap- 
proach are the all-pairs shortest path, fundamental cycles and bridge detection 
[20,57], connected components and transitive closure. Of course, all algorithms that 
can be implemented on a tree machine can always be directly mapping onto a 
Stirling network. Furthermore, the presence of broadcast nodes at each !tvel (the 
hubs of odd wheels), and between adjacent levels (hubs of even wheels) are useful 
for combining operations as well as bit operations such as those used for marker- 
passing systems [27]. We are currently compiling a detailed list of fine-grain 
algorithms suitable for Stirling networks [22], and determining their computational 
complexities. 
7. Concluding remarks 
In terms of link density, Siirling networks lie almost in the middle of the spectrum 
ranging from very sparse networks with poor reliability to highly dense and expen- 
sive networks. Due to its recursive nature with an incrementability of one, the ex- 
isting network does not have to be reconfigured when a new node is added. Stirling 
networks are also succinctly represented because we do not need to store the ad- 
jacency matrices explicitly. Rather the adjacency between two arbitrary nodes in 
SG(n) can be determined in O(log n) bit operations. Popular static-interconnection 
networks such as full-ringed binary trees, meshes, and tree machines are shown to 
be subnetworks of SG(n). 
The existence of a farzrily of edge-disjoint rees of decreasing sizes leads to a 
simple routing algorithm ‘that provides deadlock-free routing, avoids congestion at 
or near the “roots”, andican be easily modified to cater to link or node failures. 
These trees are also convdnient for broadcasting messages to select neighborhoods 
without resorting to the wheel connections. Moreover, the presence of regular 
subnetworks and broadcast nodes at each level enables us to efficiently map a varie- 
ty of parallel algorithms onto Stirling nets. 
Two disadvantages of Stirling nets are its asymmetry and a high link complexity 
that becomes expensive when the number of nodes is large. These two properties are 
a direct consequence of Stirling nets being essentially defined by the combinatorial 
Stirling tables rather than being synthesized specifically as a static-interconnection 
topology with tailor-made attributes. Indeed, it is not possible to obtain any net- 
WOI k (except for the completely connected network, K,,) that can be defined recur- 
sively with an incrementability of one, and still be regular. All other families of 
regular networks are defined only for certain values of n, the number of vertices, 
and irregular structures result for other values. A consequence of the irregular 
nature of Stirling networks is that average-case properties are often much better 
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than the worst-case. For example, though the diameter is O(log n), the average 
distance among vertex pairs is less than 3.5. In fact, 50% of the nodes are only at 
a distance of 2 while 75Vo of them are at a distance of 3. Similarly, probabilistic 
measures of fault tolerance and resilience show better results than worst-case 
metrics. 
We are currently investigating pruned versions of Stirling nets that are able to re- 
tain most of the power of these networks at a reduced cost. A promising approach 
is to retain only those links that are member9 of the orthogonal tree sets used by 
the routing algorithm. Another alternative for an actual machine implementation 
is to restrict he processor-memory elements to leaf nodes. The other nodes are used 
as fan-in/fan-out trees for loading in data and extracting the results from the pro- 
cessors, and thus form the I/O subsystem [6]. Moreover, wheel connections can be 
replaced by broadcast buses. These steps significantly reduce the number of direct 
links in large Stirling networks. 
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